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Executive Summary
The insurance based client firm had a vision of possible
application which could help meet the requirements of a
largely ignored user base, i.e., the sales and marketing
people, who are the primary responsible people for actual
content in much significant documents. The fundamental
requirement was to give the sales people a much easier and
user friendly and quick access application
To achieve what they aimed, the client firm approached
Mindfire Solutions. Mindfire took the responsibility to provide the best solution. The client was very much
impressed with Mindfire’s experience in insurance based product and awarded the project. Mindfire responded
well and stood up to the client’s expectations by delivering them with a feasible and robust application.

About our Client
Client Leading Insurance Company | Location Bucharest, Romania | Industry Insurance
Business Situation
Client approached Mindfire and shared it’s thoughts for building an application for their agents. They were
looking for someone to explore the thought and come up with a more advanced and better solution for their
requirement. Mindfire’s application development experience along with rich technical expertise helped the
Client firm in building viable system architecture and design for their prerequisite.
The Client Company had different type of business engines on variety of insurance policies. The engines were all
built with Excel applications, which were driving the complete business logic. The entire business logic was
present in the Excel application. These engines have their own interface (worksheet) to take the input
parameters. Once these Engines get the data, the business logic transforms the information to a series of
processes and shows up the vast and variety mass result as output sheet.
The primary challenge for Mindfire was to create an application which can bring required interfaces for their
engines dynamically according to the Client firm’s choice at any point of time and also that the application gives
the output results from their Excel Engines in report format.

Technologies used:
ASP.NET, C#.NET, Ajax, Excel, SQL Server 2005, Powupload
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